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FUSION TOOL KITS AND ACCESSORIES
Part#

Description
Most Economical yet Versatile Socket Fusion Tool (TK-101)
Now available with 13 ft. power cable at no additional cost.

TK-101 FUSION TOOL

-TK-101 has an ergonomic plastic handle, removable flat stand and unique stake attachment.
-TK-101 comes with 1600 Watt (total), 120VAC double heating elements for faster heating
time. The thermostat control dial is infinitely adjustable for temperatures of up to 570 F
-TK-101 comes in handy in tight spaces due to its forwardly triangular design.
A sturdy carrying case is also included.
Two pairs of heater adapters can be connected at a time if needed.
TK-101 is a superior tool at an extraordinary price.
TK-101 comes with a two-year limited warranty

Versatile Socket Fusion Tool TK-201at a Reasonable
Price

TK-201 FUSION TOOL

TK-201 has an ergonomic plastic handle, removable slide-in stand and unique stake
attachment.
TK-201 comes with 1350 Watt, 120VAC heating element for fast heating time
The thermostat control dial is infinitely adjustable for temperatures of up to 570 F
TK-201 comes in handy in tight spaces due to its forwardly triangular design.
A sturdy carrying case is also included.
Two pairs of heater adapters can be connected at a time if needed.
TK-101 is a superior tool at an extraordinary price.
TK-101 comes with a two-year limited warranty

Ideal Socket Fusion Tool for 2" IPS Pipe Welding (TK103)
In addition to incorporating the existing features of our popular TK-101 model tool, this design
allows for the incorporation of a second handle for the iron, making larger size pipe fusion a lot
easier.

TK-103

A sturdy carrying case is also included

Ideal Socket Fusion Tool for 2" IPS Pipe Welding (TK203)
In addition to incorporating the existing features of our popular TK-201 model tool, this design
allows for the incorporation of a second handle for the iron, making larger size pipe fusion a lot
easier and a one-person operation

TK-203

A sturdy carrying case is also included
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Most Advanced Socket Fusion Tool Available
TK-301 has an ergonomic plastic handle and a removable slide-in stand, comes with 800
Watt, 120 VAC heating element, has microprocessor thermostat with precise temperature
control, comes with digital temperature display of up to 580 F, comes in handy in tight
spaces due to its forwardly triangular design, and three pairs of heater adapters can be
connected all at one time if needed

TK-301

The TK-301 is a superior tool at an extraordinary price
comes with a two-year limited warranty.

Dual Function SOCKET/SADDLE FUSION TOOL
with Unique Design for Multiple Edgewise Operation (TK205)
In addition to incorporating the existing features of our popular TK-201 model tool,
this innovative design allows for edgewise use of the iron in four locations on the
narrow side, enabling the user to perform saddle fusion there, independent from
socket fusion on the face.

TK-205

Included in Kit
-TK-101 Heater Tool, dual wattage (1600W and 800W), 120 VAC Now available with
13ft. power cable at no additional cost.
-Four pairs of bolt-on Heater Adapters,
¾'', 1'', 1-1/4'' and 1-1/2'' (IPS)
-Ratchet Pipe Cutter, Tape Measure, Hex Key, and Sturdy Carry Case

TK-100
Included in Kit
-TK-201 Heater Tool, 1350W, 120 VAC
-Four pairs of bolt-on Heater Adapters,
¾'', 1'', 1-1/4'' and 1-1/2'' (IPS)
-Ratchet Pipe Cutter, Tape Measure, Hex Key, Sturdy Carry Case,
Insulated Heater Bag, and Stake Attachment

TK-200
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Included in Kit
TK-301 Heater Tool, 800W, 120 VAC digital temperature display and microprocessor
controlled thermostat
Four pairs of bolt-on Heater Adapters,

¾'', 1'', 1-1/4'' and 1-1/2'' (IPS)

Ratchet Pipe Cutter, tape measure, and Heavy Duty Carrying Case

TK-300
Included in Kit
-TK-101 Socket Fusion Tool w/removable flat stand and unique stake attachment.
Now available with 13 ft. power cable at no additional cost.
-3/4" & 1 1/4" IPS Heater Adapters
-3/4" & 1 1/4" Depth Gauge/Chamfer Tools
-3/4" & 1 1/4"Cold Rings
-Insulated Heater Bag, Pipe Cutter and Hex Key, and Measuring Tape
-Temperature Indicator, and Heavy Duty Carrying Case

TK-110
Included in Kit
-TK-201 Socket Fusion Tool w/removable slide-in stand and unique stake

TK-210

attachment
-3/4" & 1 1/4" IPS Heater Adapters
-3/4" & 1 1/4" Depth Gauge/Chamfer Tools
-3/4" & 1 1/4"Cold Rings
-Insulated Heater Bag, Pipe Cutter and Hex Key, and Measuring Tape
-Temperature Indicator, and Heavy Duty Carrying Case

Most Advanced Socket Fusion Tool Kit Available
Included in Kit
TK-301 Heater Tool, 800W, 120 VAC digital temperature display and microprocessor
controlled thermostat and removable flat stand.

TK-310

-3/4" & 1 1/4" IPS Heater Adapters
-3/4" & 1 1/4" Depth Gauge/Chamfer Tools
-3/4" & 1 1/4"Cold Rings
-Insulated Heater Bag, Pipe Cutter and Hex Key, and Measuring Tape
-Temperature Indicator, and Heavy Duty Carrying Case
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Socket/spigot pair for pipe and fitting socket fusion. Teflon coated for excellent antistick feature. Thick walls for sturdy performance. Supplied with screw that threads
on, for convenient mounting to heater face.

HEATER ADAPTORS 3/4"2"
Ensures pipe roundness when used as a pipe holding device, positioned on the pipe
for appropriate insertion length
Solid construction with a vanadium locking-pliers configuration and 1022 carbon
steel ring

COLDRING 3/4"- 2"
Dual-function tool for chamfering pipe edge as well as determining pipe insertion
depth according to ASTM F 1056.
Body made out of dimensionally stable polyacetal with long- lasting steel cutter

DEPTH/CHAMFER
3/4" - 2"
Woven from glass fiber reinforced Nylon material that can withstand flame- free
temperatures of up to 750 F.
Contains glass wool inner layer for flexibility.
Also useful to keep contaminants off heater adapters
Designed to hold various equipment sizes
Dimensions: 12" x 8"

INSULATED HEATER BAG
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Sturdy Stake Attachment for use with the TK-201, TK-203 or TK-205 Socket Fusion
Tools
12" long stake with two legs, with square cross section for more stability
Chrome plated iron construction

KA-1 STAKE ATTACHMENT
Heavy Duty Ratchet Cutter for all Plastic or Rubber tubing and pipe
You can exert a much greater force with the ratcheting action while applying less
pressure.
Heat Treated Blades for clean cuts

PLASTIC/RUBBER PIPE
AND TUBING CUTTER

Locks in closed position for safety,
NOT TO BE USED TO CUT METAL
Temperature Indicator, with easy advancement/retraction design, melts at 500 F,
with accuracy within 1%.

TEMP STICK
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